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An edgy yet accessible "bad bitch" guide to life, love, and success from Amber Rose, renowned

model, entrepreneur, and pop culture personality. Bad Bitch (n.): a self-respecting, strong female

who has everything together. This consists of body, mind, finances, and attitude; a woman who gets

her way by any means necessary. Amber Rose didn't let her early years in the tough neighborhood

of South Philly keep her from achieving her star-studded goals. From the sets of music videos to

high fashion runways and magazines to life at home with her beautiful son, Amber doesn't hesitate

to command her personal stage with confidence, edge, attitude, and her own form of grace. For the

first time, this renowned model, actress, socialite, pop culture maven, and self-proclaimed "bad

bitch" is sharing her secrets on how to lead a powerful life in this edgy yet accessible guide to life,

love, and success. With unparalleled candor, "Muva" pulls back the curtain on her roller coaster of a

journey from a young trailblazer to a worldwide phenomenon - and it's this evolution that has

influenced her intoxicating, authoritative outlook on life and love. Filled with expert advice and

personal anecdotes, How to Be a Bad Bitch covers finances, career, love, beauty, and fashion while

emphasizing confidence, positive self-acceptance, and authenticity. Above all, Amber delivers a

message to all women in this fiercely fearless guide: work hard, love yourself, embrace your

femininity and sexuality, and, most importantly, chase the best vision of you possible.
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Anyone who found this book to be helpful is probably a horrible person. Not because they're full of



it, but because much of Amber Rose's tips are things that decent human beings should do. Granted,

I love Amber Rose, I love listening to her interviews because she is such a well spoken and

seemingly educated individual.That however does NOT shine through this book. Frequently Amber

reciprocates the use of narratives and self help. She'll spend a page and a half talking about herself

before wrapping it together with her advice which isn't always applicable. For example, she goes on

and on about what prompted her to shave and bleach her hair, even remarking that people would

stop their cars (sometimes getting out) just to stare at her. Then she ends it with an encouraging "do

what makes you feel beautiful" epilogue. I don't know about you, but if someone needs a confidence

boost reminding the reader of how your beauty can literally stop traffic but hey reader, you're pretty

too just believe in yourself....doesn't really have the right ring to it.At one point she rambles (yes

rambles) about her celebrity makeup artist friend (before rambling about her friendship with this

person) during the beauty portion of the book then says (something to the effect of) "if you don't

have a celebrity makeup artist..." um, well duh. Most people don't, also how is this supposed to be

helpful?Also her 10 helpful hints which include no yelling (anyone remember hearing this in

elementary school?), hold your head high (sounds like every motivational Facebook post) and

always tip well (and you should, people spend their time trying to make you

comfortable/happy/satisfied at their expense.) I could go on but you get the point.Oh. And she often

mentions God and being blessed.
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